Molecular evaluation of an Alu repeat including a polymorphic variable poly(dA) (AluVpA) in the vitamin D binding protein (DBP) gene.
We investigated an Alu element at the end of intron 8 of the human vitamin D-binding protein (hDBP, group-specific component, GC) gene that shows a polymorphic poly(A) tail due to a variable number of tandem repeats (AluVpA) forming the 3' end of this member of the most abundant class of short interspersed repeated DNA element (SINES). The Alu element sequence in intron 8 of the GC gene was identical in all three common GC alleles (GC*1F, GC*1S, and GC*2) and could be classified as an Alu-Sa or Alu class-II sequence. The polymerase chain reaction was used to amplify selectively a fragment of about 200 bp containing the identified (TAAA)n repeat from genomic DNA of 188 unrelated human subjects. The size of the amplified products was determined by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Four alleles (named GC-18*6, GC-I8*8, GCI8*10, and GC-18*11) were found that differed in size by multiples of four nucleotides. The allele frequencies ranged from 0.0053 to 0.8511 and the observed heterozygosity was 26%. The stable inheritance of this polymorphic patterned poly(A) sequence was confirmed by a segregation study of a highly informative family with 19 members. Statistically significant linkage disequilibrium between the AluVpA and the GC iso-electric focusing (IEF) phenotypes was found in a sample of 188 unrelated individuals and delta values were calculated from the observed haplotype distribution.